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Sit-Stand Platforms/Risers
Height adjustable desks are the preferred option. Platforms/risers are less expensive than desks but there are tradeoffs with the placement of the monitor, keyboard and paperwork.
Below are examples of platforms and the trade-offs that you need to consider prior to consider before purchasing.
We offer regular Intro to Sit-Stand Desks workshops where we provide more details on what to consider before
purchasing a sit-stand desk or platform/riser.
Prices subject to change and do not include installation. Prices are provided as a ballpark estimate; contact vendor(s)
for an updated quote.
Example of Platforms

Notes

 No installation
 Single/Dual Monitor option available
 Monitors can be positioned freely on platform or monitor arms can be
purchased separately
 Keyboard tray drops 3.5” below the desk to 15.6” above the desk
 Relatively low profile, at it’s lowest setting the platform is only 2” above the
desk
 Platform can be raised 19” above the desk
 People with wrist pain/arthritis may have difficulty, particulary if they are
using an iMac or heavy monitor on the platform
 Those with light monitors and no health issues will likely find that the
TX 33-467-921: $655
platform can be raised and lowered fairly easily

Weight Capacity: 40lbs
Available from: Staples eway
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com  Fits on 24” deep desks
 Dimensions: Upper level: 32” X 27” + keyboard tray: 28”X8”
 5 year warranty
 Dimensional Illustration
 Single/Dual Monitor option available
Humanscale Eco Quickstand
 Platform is counter balanced: tension needs to be set for specific monitor
but once set the platform can be raised/lowered easily
 Keyboard tray does not drop down below the desk; at it’s lowest, it is
approximately 1.25” above the desk; at it’s top height is sits 18” above the
desk
 At it’s lowest setting, crossbar for the monitor sits 11.5” above the desk and
at it’s top height, the crossbars sits 34.5” above the desk. The crossbar
attaches to the middle of the monitor
 If the crossbar is set to the middle setting (crossbar height needs to be
changed manually) then at it’s lowest, it sits 14.5” above the desk, up to
Single Monitor: QSEWS: $479
31.5” above the desk

Weight capacity: 35lbs
Dual Monitors: QSEWD: $573
 Fits on 24” deep desk
Available from: Staples eway
 Dimensions: 29.2”DX28”WX28”H
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com  Specification Sheet
ErgoTron TX
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Example of Platforms

Notes

 No installation
 Monitors can be positioned freely on platform or monitor arms can be
purchased separately
 Keyboard does not drop below the desk; at it’s lowest, it is positioned
approximatley 0.75” above the desk which may be too high, particularly for
those who normally use a keyboard tray
 At it’s top height, they keyboard tray can be raised 15.75” above the desk
 Monitor platform, at it’s lowest, sits 5” above the desk, this may be too high
33-406-085: $498
for many users, partifcularly for those wearing bifocals.

At it’s top height, the platform can be raised to 20” above the desk
Available from: Staples eway
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com  Weight Capacity: 40lbs
 Fits on 24” deep desks
 Dimensions: 37.3” X 24”
 5 year warranty
 Dimensional Illustration
 Customizable: platform can clamp on the front or back of desk or can be
Humanscale Quickstand
placed flat on the desk
 Cable management can be ordered to hide cords
 Single or Dual Monitor option
 Platform is counter balanced: tension needs to be set for specific monitor
but once set the platform can be raised/lowered easily
 Keyboard tray does not drop down below the desk; at it’s lowest, it is
approximately 1.25” above the desk; at it’s top height is sits 18” above the
desk
QSWW30FN: $933
 Monitor height can be adjusted independently of the keyboard platform
Available from: Staples eway
 Fits on 24” deep desks
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com  Dimensions: 28”WX11 to 17”D
 5 year warranty
 Product Specs
 LD option is for light monitors; up to 16lbs
ErgoTron WorkFit S LD
 Clamps on the font of the desk; cannot be mounted on a corner
 Keyboard tray drops below the desk 2” and can be raised above the desk
11”
 Monitor height can be adjusted independently of the keyboard tray
 Platform is counter balanced: tension needs to be set for specific monitor
but once set the platform can be raised/lowered easily
 Fits on 24” deep desks
33-350-200: $619
 5 year warranty
 Dimensional Illustrations
Available from: Staples eway
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com
ErgoTron TL
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Example of Platforms
ErgoTron WorkFit S HD

33-351-200: $638

Notes
 HD option is for heavier monitors: 16 to 28lbs
 Clamps on the font of the desk; cannot be mounted on a corner
 Keyboard tray drops below the desk 2” and can be raised above the desk
11”
 Monitor height can be adjusted independently of the keyboard tray
 Platform is counter balanced: tension needs to be set for specific monitor
but once set the platform can be raised/lowered easily
 Fits on 24” deep desks
 5 year warranty
 Dimensional Illustrations

Available from: Staples eway
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com
 The dual platform can support two 24” monitors weighing up to 12lbs each
 Clamps on the font of the desk; cannot be mounted on a corner
 Keyboard tray drops below the desk 2” and can be raised above the desk
11”
 Monitor height can be adjusted independently of the keyboard tray
 Platform is counter balanced: tension needs to be set for specific monitor
but once set the platform can be raised/lowered easily
 Fits on 24” deep desks
33-349-200: $661
 5 year warranty
Available from: Staples eway
Kathleen.Hatami@Staples.com  Dimensional Illustrations
ErgoTron WorkFit S Dual

